Animal

1) An animal takes a drink of water then goes to the bathroom. **Go to Groundwater!**
2) An animal takes a drink of water then goes to the bathroom. **Go to Groundwater!**
3) An animal breathes you into the air as vapor. **Go to Cloud!**
4) An animal breathes you into the air as vapor. **Go to Cloud!**
5) A person uses you for brushing their teeth and you go down the drain. **Go to River!**
6) A person drinks you then goes to the bathroom. **Go to Great Salt Lake!**
Great Salt Lake

1) You are water in Great Salt Lake. **Stay at Great Salt Lake!**
2) You evaporate into a cloud and turn to rain. **Go to Groundwater!**
3) You are water in Great Salt Lake. **Stay at Great Salt Lake!**
4) You are water in Great Salt Lake. **Stay at Great Salt Lake!**
5) You evaporate into the air but leave behind salt. **Go to Cloud!**
6) You evaporate into the air and leave behind salt. **Go to Cloud!**
1) You evaporate into the air. Go to Cloud!
2) You evaporate into the air. Go to Cloud!
3) An animal comes to the stream and licks you up. Go to Animal!
4) You continue streaming downhill and go to the Great Salt Lake. Go to Great Salt Lake!
5) You continue streaming downhill and go to the Great Salt Lake. Go to Great Salt Lake!
6) A human drinks you from the stream. Go to Animal!
Plants

1) Water evaporates from the plant’s leaves into the air. Go to Cloud!

2) Water evaporates from the plant’s leaves into the air. Go to Cloud!

3) Water evaporates from the plant’s leaves into the air. Go to Cloud!

4) The plant uses you to grow. Stay at Plant!

5) The plant stores you in its edible fruit and you are eaten by a robin. Go to Animal!

6) The plant stores you in its edible leaves and you are eaten by a caterpillar. Go to Animal!
Groundwater

1) You move slowly downward and become part of an aquifer. **Stay at Groundwater!**
2) You move slowly downward and become part of an aquifer. **Stay at Groundwater!**
3) You slowly drain into a wetland and into Great Salt Lake. **Go to Great Salt Lake!**
4) You slowly drain into a wetland and into Great Salt Lake. **Go to Great Salt Lake!**
5) A plant takes you through its roots. **Go to Plant!**
6) You are pumped out of the ground to water a farm. **Go to Plant!**
Cloud

1) You fall as rain into Great Salt Lake. Go to Great Salt Lake!
2) You fall as rain into Great Salt Lake. Go to Great Salt Lake!
3) You fall as rain into a river. Go to Rivers!
4) You fall as snow onto the ground. Go to Ground Water!
5) You fall as snow into the mountains and melt in the spring. Go to Rivers!
6) You stay in the cloud as water vapor. Stay in the cloud.